Greg Cohen of Livonia won the MDUSBC Super Senior Masters title and the top prize of $1,000 at Shelby Lanes in Utica with a 234-182 triumph over James Lauricella of Sterling Heights. Lauricella settled for $500.

Cohen qualified 11th with a five-game total of 1,041. He remained in the winner’s bracket with victories over Richard Planko of Novi 211-155, Sam Girgenti of St. Clair Shores 228-200, Fred McClain of Allen Park 227-170 before losing to Lauricella 223-159 to get knocked to the loser’s bracket. In the loser’s bracket he beat Leonard Kersten of Clarkston 235-233 to get the opportunity to avenge his earlier loss to Lauricella. He then beat Lauricella 177-148 to give him his first loss and set up the final match. Cohen averaged 209.2 for 12 games of competition.

Lauricella qualified fourth with 1,125. He remained in the winner’s bracket with triumphs over Jeffrey Suma Sr. of Auburn Hills 268-192, Michael Raleigh of Clyde 256-173, Gary Pawlak of Flat Rock 234-209 and Cohen the first time 223-159. This is the second year in a row that Lauricella finished second in the event. Last year he lost to Ed Austreng of Waterford Township. Lauricella averaged 227.5 for 10 games of competition.

Kersten finished third for $400 and Pawlak fourth for $300.

Kersten qualified seventh with 1,078 and averaged 217.1. He lost his first match to Philip Horowitz of West Bloomfield 224-206 before reeling off wins against Daniel Mayer of Waterford Township 184-163, James Sherlock of Dearborn Heights 197-185, Richard Planko of Novi 230-166, Fred McClain of Allen Park 210-168 and Gary Pawlak 267-245. He then lost to Cohen 235-233 to end his day.

Pawlak qualified eighth with 1,076. He averaged 218.1 for 10 games of competition. He won his first two matches over Marc Fagenson of Huntington Woods 248-151 and James Sherlock 212-205 before losing to Lauricella 234-209. In the loser’s bracket he beat Sam Girgenti 191-184 before losing to Kersten 267-245 to get knocked out of the competition.

Michael Lucente of Warren led the field of 71 with a five-game total of 1,137. In match play he lost two of his first three matches and settled for $175.

Defending champion Ed Austreng was unable to defend his title due to a medical condition.

Robert Szachta of Macomb won the special competition to non-qualifiers over the age of 70 with a 172-167 win over Peter Minaudo of Chesterfield. Szachta took home $175 and Minaudo $150 for their efforts.

Sponsors of the MDUSBC Senior Masters are Turbo 2-N-1 Grips and Turbo Tech.

The MDUSBC Super Senior Masters Tournament is an USBC certified event operated by the Metro Detroit USBC Association, the largest local association of the United States Bowling Congress with nearly 50,000 adult and youth members.

- more -
## 2014 Metro Detroit USBC Association
### Super Senior Masters
#### Shelby Lanes

**Co-sponsored by:**
- Turbo 2-N-1 Grips
- Turbo Tech

### PL | Name          | City              | Average | Winnings |
--- | --------------|-------------------|---------|----------|
1.  | Gregory Cohen | Livonia           | 209.2   | $1,000   |
2.  | James Lauricella | Sterling Heights  | 227.5   | $ 500    |
3.  | Leonard Kersten | Clarkston         | 217.8   | $ 400    |
4.  | Gary Pawlak    | Flat Rock         | 218.1   | $ 300    |
5.  | Sam Girgenti   | St Clair Shores   | 206.0   | $ 250    |
6.  | Fred McClain   | Allen Park        | 205.7   | $ 250    |
7.  | Philip Horowitz | West Bloomfield   | 209.4   | $ 200    |
8.  | Richard Planko | Novi              | 198.4   | $ 200    |
9.  | Michael Lucente | Warren           | 226.6   | $ 175    |
10. | James Sherlock | Dearborn Heights  | 204.6   | $ 175    |
11. | Michael Raleigh | Clyde            | 202.3   | $ 175    |
12. | Leo Scantamburlo | Livonia         | 200.8   | $ 175    |
13. | Ed Deblock     | Maidstone         | 206.9   | $ 150    |
14. | Marc Fagenson  | Huntington Woods  | 203.4   | $ 150    |
15. | Jeffrey Suma Sr | Auburn Hills     | 199.4   | $ 150    |
16. | Daniel Mayer   | Waterford         | 192.0   | $ 150    |

### 70 and Over Rolloff

| PL | Name             | City             | Winnings |
--- |------------------|------------------|----------|
1.  | Robert Szachta   | Macomb           | $ 175.00 |
2.  | Peter Minaudo    | Chesterfield     | $ 150.00 |
3.  | David Diomedi    | Ypsilanti        | $ 125.00 |
4.  | Enrico Odorico   | Macomb           | $ 125.00 |
5.  | Larry Dagenais   | Troy             | $ 100.00 |
6.  | Joseph Saikowski | Fraser           | $ 100.00 |
7.  | William Haynes   | Rochester Hills  | $ 100.00 |

### # # #